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ABSTRACT
Color constancy has ability to restore the actual colors
in given image by evaluating the effect of color light
source. Many color constancy techniques has been
proposed so far to enhance the color constancy accuracy
rate further. But in existing literature no such a
technique is found which behaves optimistically in
every case. Although the dermoscopy image
classification using color constancy has shown effective
results over available techniques, but it still suffers from
the issue of uneven illuminate, random noise and poor
brightness. Therefore to handle this issue a new
integrated dermoscopy image classification using color
constancy approach will be proposed in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the 1990s, light-based visible systems were followed
to enhance the scientific examination of melanoma.
Dermoscopy is just a noninvasive strategy that enables
in vivo evaluation of shades and microstructures of the
epidermis, the dermo-epidermal junction, and the
papillary dermis perhaps not obvious to the bare eye.
During a dermoscopy review, the pigmented skin patch
is included with liquid (usually fat or alcohol) and
analyzed below a specific optical system. Using fat
reduces the reflectivity of the skin and increases the
transparency of the stratum corneum. This enables
visualization of specific structures linked to the
epidermis, the dermo-epidermal junction, and the
papillary dermis, and it also implies the positioning and
distribution of melanin. In the last couple of years
dermoscopes with LED mild with polarization have
already been presented and by utilizing polarized mild,
immersion liquid is no more required, and some of
these tools do not need primary skin contact. Non-
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polarized versus polarized mild and contact versus noncontact dermoscopy offers significantly different
appearance of the analyzed wounds when it comes to
colour and visualization of vessels. In a examine by
Benvenuto-Andrade et al. they report exemplary
contract for some dermoscopic colors, with the
exception of blue-white veil and white (red) colour
when comparing non-polarized and polarized light.
Additionally they conclude that a lot of dermoscopic
structures had fair to perfect contract, with the
exception of milia-like cysts and comedo-like spaces,
which appear to be better visualized with non-polarized
mild and the polarized mild increases the visualization
of red places and boats, particularly the latter with noncontact dermoscopy [1].
These structures are
specifically correlated to histologic features. The
recognition of specific diagnostic habits linked to the
distribution of shades and dermoscopy structures can
better recommend a malignant or benign pigmented
skin patch [2]. The use of that approach supplies a
valuableaid in diagnosing pigmented skin lesions. Due
to the complexity involved, that methodology is
reserved for experienced clinicians.

2. DIGITAL DERMOSCOPY
Digital types are more straightforward to take and store
dermoscopy pictures, but analogue types are more
commonly used. There's a study in the literature that
compares pictures of a dysplastic ingredient
melanocytic nevus and a thin malignant cancer under
five different mobile dermoscopes. The magnification
was identical in every dermoscopes. The experts reveal
that in the newer dermoscopes, the picture quality
pertaining to shade and apparent differential structures
is definitely increased set alongside the dermoscope
with just one light source. Three advanced dermoscopes
will soon be examined quickly here [3].

2.1 DermLite II Pro
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With new innovations in technology, dermoscopes have
evolved. DermLite from 3Gen Co. is a dermoscope
consisting of a magnifying lens encircled by lightemitting diodes that can be modified for polarization.
That
multi-spectral dermoscope gives
shade
visualization; including whitelight epiluminescence,
area pigmentation using blue light, shallow vascularity
under yellowlight, and deeper pigmentation and
vascularity with the deeper-penetrating red light
frequency. A fresh variation of the DermLite can be
used for the evaluation of pigmented lesions and nonpigmented epidermis cancers, head illness, and general
patterns. The DermLite can be attached with a camera
to report pictures and features a retractable faceplate for
use with concentration oil. Lately, the business has
provided an iPhone kit that consumers can break the
DermLite onto their iPhone cameras [4].

2.2 Dino-Lite Pro USB Dermoscope with
Polarizer
The DinoLite is a small digital microscope with USB PC connectivity. Magnification stages from 10X to
200X (adjustable single lens) to 500X with white
polarized LED lights. The LED's light is about the 400
nm spectrum. The polarization function enables an
individual to reduce the effect of reflections and glare
when taking a look at very reflective surfaces. Change
of the polarization function is conducted through a
revolving collar, allowing an individual to examine
items with various quantities of polarization.
Handyscope can be used for tele-dermatology, mixing
newest connection technology of iPhone with
something for epidermis cancer screening. Dermoscopy
pictures taken with iPhone camera and the dermoscope
addition can be e-mailed to different specialists for
another opinion. Portable dermoscopes can offer a good
freedom for professionals while they're attached to
hosts through wifi connections to provide an integrated
dermoscopy stop [5].

3.
DERMOSCOPY
–
DIAGNOSTIC METHODS

CLINICAL

In this section, the different diagnostic formulas, which
have acquired the largest fascination among dermoscopy consumers, will soon be fleetingly reviewed.
In the first faltering step, the algorithm discovers
whether a patch is melanocytic or non-melanocytic. If
yes, numerous formulas works extremely well to tell
apart benign melanocytic wounds from malignant
melanoma. Pattern analysis was the very first
dermoscopic method presented for diagnostics of
pigmented skin lesions. This approach has more been
modified and polished by the International Dermoscopy
Culture (IDS). The various formulas with the largest
influences are ABCD rule and the 7-point checklist.
These techniques were examined in the 2000 consensus
net meeting [7], showing related results on tenderness
formelanoma, but specificity differed somewhat and
only structure analysis. Actually, the ABCD rule and
the 7-point checklist attempt to simplify the structure
analysis method by analyzing only a small sub-set of
dermoscopic structures and build a scoring system.
Consequently, the reliability of the simplified programs
are fairly less than the full system, structure analysis.
For more details on the dermoscopy of pigmented skin
patch [8].

Fig 1: Dermoscopy images
heterogeneous EDRA database

extracted

from

the

3.1 Pattern Analysis
2.3 DermScope by Canfield Scientific.
The newest DermScope from Canfield is yet another
sensible dermoscope designed for iPhone that handles
all the essential modes of epidermis visualization
including contact and non-contact pictures with the
dual-lighting modes for white light and the crosspolarized light. The DermScope's design has been
enhanced for iPhone 4 and It has visual zoom of 20x
and the observing field is 15 mm [6].
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Diagnosis based on pattern analysis demands a crucial
assessment of the dermoscopic functions noticed in a
pigmented epidermis lesion. It offers the first
descriptions of several styles, named dermoscopic
structures, which have shown to be critical in the
medical analysis of epidermis lesions. The first step is
to determine whether the lesion is melanocytic or nonmelanocytic by trying to find the clear presence of
pigmented structures or the specific top features of nonmelanocytic lesions. The key aim for the second step is
to produce an accurate differential analysis between
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benign melanocytic lesions and melanomas. The
important functions in unique those two communities
will be the overallgeneral appearance of shade,
architectural obtain, symmetry of pattern, and
homogeneity, also identified by the phrase CASH
coined. Melanocytic nevi have few colors, a typical
style, and symmetrical patterns. On the other hand,
malignant cancer usually has a few colors, architectural
condition, asymmetrical styles, and heterogeneity.. It
adds up the CASH ratings for a total score of 2 to 17.
The score of 7 or less is likely benign and the CASH
score of 8 or maybe more is suspicious of cancer [9]

3.2 The 7-Point Checklist
The dermoscopic eight point checklist is another
attempt to formalize/simplify pattern analysis by
assigning factors to certain dermoscopic structures. This
checklist includes 3 major functions: atypical coloring
network, gray-blue parts and atypical general pattern
along with 4 slight conditions: lines, blotches, unusual
spots and globules and regression patterns. When some
of the major functions is discovered in a melanocytic
lesion, immediate support from wellness professionals
is recommended. The presence of any slight functions is
recommended to be monitored regularly. The minute or
conditions are worth 1 point each while the major are
worth two. A final score is determined by summing the
point value of each conditions that is present. If the
score is≥3, then a lesion is labeled as melanoma. Lately,
an additional simplified algorithm has been produced
for non-experts to monitor for epidermis cancers. This
process views just 3 conditions and is known as 3-point.
Asymmetry, atypical network and blue-white structures
will be the three indicative conditions of this approach
[10].

3.3 Color constancy
Color constancy is among subjective constancy along
with a feature through the individual pigmentation
perception application which supports to ensure that the
discovered shade linked to objects stays fairly frequent
under different illumination conditions. A eco-friendly
apple like appears eco-friendly to be able to individuals
with midday, must the main gear and illumination is
illumination sunlight, and in addition at sunlight, when
the theory illumination is going to be red. This aids
people accept objects. Color constancy is so that you
can understand the relatively frequent shade for
practically any matter in addition under different
illuminations. Quite a few methods are pixel-based,
resolving a fresh visual consequently which their
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information satisfy assumptions just as the frequent
energy from a own world within easy reasonable are
world scene. Tone Reliability could be volume to be
able to comprehend colors of factors, invariant to
alongside of normal source. This ability is typically
licensed for that Individual Cosmetic Process, even
though specific facts remain skeptical [11]. Different
applications have been in the offing to take advantage
of functions inside position linked to pixels such as for
instance greater discover derivatives or homogeneous
color parts [12].
These functions are picked good chance in order to
most readily useful characterize the illuminant color
and write off this color on the things inside scene. For
instance, greater discover derivatives are applied good
prediction the normal linked to reflectance variations
within a world may be achromatic. Yet, to an ideal of
information, nothing linked to today's strategies account
absolutely for the reality that also at their education of
the exact pixels, the consistency of along with
information ranges. Include contemplating color power,
a way of measuring color information reliability. For
just about any strong color-based process, the results on
the light should really be obstructed out. Correctly
exactly the same process is not pointless in order to gear
inventive and prescient vision strategies in a
unconstrained market [13].

4. COMMERCIAL COMPUTER AIDED
DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS
Innovations in pc technology and used arithmetic are
now actually enabling the basic technology of
dermoscopy to be extensive to a more complex
program: predicting whether observed areas are
cancerous. Computer pc software may be used to
repository skin pictures and allow rural diagnosis and
reporting by a physician (digital epiluminesc ence
microscopy, teledermoscopy, mole mapping). MoleMap
NZ is this kind of system that will be used for archiving
and patient management. Some techniques such as for
instance SIAscope, SolarScan (also called MoleTrac)
and MelaFind present smart applications to assist in
diagnosis by evaluating the newest image with kept
instances with normal options that come with benign
and malignant pigmented skin lesions. Given good
pictures of the right patch, they may be as exact as an
expert dermatologist [15].

4.1 SolarScan Melanoma Monitoring
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SolarScan is a unit valued for use by individual
practitioners and produced by Australian start-up
Polartechnics,
with
help
from
Australia's
Commonwealth Medical and Industrial Study Company
(CSIRO) and the Sydney Cancer Unit. SolarScan uses
image analysis, that has made diagnostic requirements
used by health practitioners into defined choice trees
that cause toward or from a choice to help standard
physicians (GPs) diagnose melanoma. The unit
functions catching a picture of a patient's epidermis spot
having an object designed like a hair dryer with a builtin surface microscope. Picture analysis software
eliminates external points from the image like hairs and
fat bubbles and analyses the spot's functions such as
their form and colour. SolarScan then examines the
functions against images of melanomas and nonmelanomas in a database, returning an guidance to a
GP. A record of the spot's position can be located in
Polartechnics'Body Map software so that it can be
rechecked yet another time if necessary.

4.2 MoleMax
MoleMax (Derma Medical Methods, Vienna, Austria)
is a computer-based polarized-light dermo-scope. The
polarized-light resource is combined with the hand-held
video dermoscope for closeup imaging and doesn't need
any fat concentration or contact fluids between the skin
and the video head. The MoleMax software is
convenient for follow-up examinations, since the clear
overlay function functions a standardized comparison of
images with previous data. Apart from live-video
dermoscopy, MoleMax also allows total-body images
and creates an electronic map of the skin of people with
high-risk facets and numerous pigmented lesions. These
imagescan be used as abaseline for comparison when
suspicious improvements are located and for follow-up
cancer testing trips [87]. Molemax instantly analyses
caught dermoscopy images providing a score that helps
to determine if your pigmented epidermis patch is
benign or malignant. The intelligent algorithm analyses
the patch based on the ABCD factors. Although it isn't
one last diagnosis the risk score is dependant on a large
and established database.

4.3 SIAscope
The SIAscope (SIA: Spectrophotometric Intracutaneous
Analysis) is definitely an automatic dermoscopy unit
that uses 12 wavebands to judge the skin, rather than
old-fashioned broadband bright light. It is a portable
medical unit applied along with the MoleMate and
MoleView array of software. Habits of collagen,
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vascular and melanin circulation are determined within
the patch from the spectrophotometric analysis of a
epidermis lesion.
•MoleMate is a non-invasive cancer testing unit that has
been made for GeneralPractitioners and epidermis
specialists.
•MoleView helps in the administration of people for
epidermis cancer screening. The ABCD (Asymmetry,
Edge, Shade, Dermoscopic structures) principle is used
for diagnosis of epidermis improvements of
melanocytic origin. It is applied to determine patch and
provides a remedy to the problem whether it's a delicate
modify, suspicious or malicious. According to this
principle, the patch is suspicious if visual review of the
patch is good on any of the subsequent functions: A %
patch form asymmetry and shade asymmetry, N –
border form and sharpness, C – presence of various
colors (red, blue%gray,brown, black, white), D – height
of the patch is greater than 6mm, E –elevation of patch
has developed over small period of time, or patch has
changed rapidly.
5. IMAGE ACQUISITION
PREPROCESSING

AND

IMAGE

While working with digital pictures of all kinds, the
image order is obviously the first faltering step of image
analysis process. Picture order is really a stage, where
pictures are collected to be able to produce particular
data collection, which can be later analyzed to see if
some of the gathered pictures share related functions or
contain some of the predefined functions, or match
formerly explained assumption.

5.1 Image Acquisition
Dermoscopic pictures are fundamentally digital
photographs/images of magnified epidermis patch,
taken with main-stream camera equipped with
particular contact extension. The contact mounted on
the dermatoscope acts such as a microscope magnifier
with its possess light source that illuminates the skin
floor evenly. There are numerous kinds of dermoscopy
gear, but these utilize the same theory and let
registering epidermis pictures with x10 zoom and
above. Due to light source integrated into dermatoscope
contact, there happens to be trouble with epidermis
reflections. To combat this dilemma, a fluid is used as a
moderate layer between the contact and the skin. In
modern dermatoscope the water isn't required, due to
the polarized light source that eliminates the
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representation problem. Digital pictures bought
applying photo dermatoscope are adequately high
resolution allowing for precise analysis with regards to
differential structures appearance.

5.2 Image Pre-processing
Before analysis of any image collection can take
position, preprocessing must be conducted on all the
images. This process is used to be able to ensure that all
the pictures are regular in desired characteristic. When
working with dermatoscopic pictures, preprocessing
may protect number of functions like: image light
equalization, shade selection normalization, image scale
fitting, or image decision normalization. This is often
influenced by explained prerequisites and strategies
used in article processing. A good example of primary
function such as for example image normalization may
be the decision matching. Let's assume that the image
size in pixels is given, and all pictures are in the exact
same Amount, it's easy to find the pictures of smallest
decision and then scale the bigger pictures to
complement the size of the littlest one. This function
enables calculating the functions like patch
measurements, patch line length and wounds region
coverage.

6. FILTERS
Selection an image consists of request of a specific
change or an algorithm to image data to be able to
modify particular section of it. The most typical task of
a filtration is to separate repetitive data from the
relevant data. By utilizing simple filters it's possible to
sharpen image, blur image, modify shade, etc. Applying
more complex filters is achievable to enhance more
essential parts of the image. An example for this is
strengthening contaminants or recognition edges. In
image handling one particular change is most notable,
namely the binarization. It is really a position change
that's among the fundamental operations used when
handling any image. This function based on gray scale
image and given threshold value may components a
binary image, which employs only two shades (black
and white) to signify data. To attain the binary image a
threshold must be defined. This threshold is used to
ascertain which details of the initial image will
undoubtedly be changed into dark and which to white.

6.1 Alpha-trimmed median filter
It is windowed filtration of nonlinear school, by their
character is cross of the mean and median filters. The
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essential strategy behind filtration is for just about any
section of the indicate (image) search at their
community, discard the absolute most atypical elements
and assess suggest value utilising the rest of them.
Leader you can see in the name of the filtration is
definitely parameter responsible for how many attached
elements.
An altered choice based unsymmetrical attached median
filtration algorithm for the restoration of gray scale, and
shade pictures which can be very corrupted by salt and
pepper noise is proposed in that work. The proposed
algorithm changes the noisy pixel by attached median
value when other pixel prices, 0's and 255's are present
in the picked window and when all the pixel prices are
0's and 255's then your noise pixel is replaced by
suggest value of all of the elements contained in the
picked window.
7. LITERATURE SURVEY
Catarina Barata et. al. (2013) Robustness is one of the
most crucial characteristics of Pc Helped Examination
methods created for dermoscopy images. However, it's
hard to make certain this characteristic if the methods
operate with multi-source pictures, obtained under
different setups. Improvements in the illumination and
acquisition devices transform the color of pictures and
usually decrease the performance of the systems.
Hence, it is very important to normalize the shades of
dermoscopy pictures before teaching and testing any
system.
Mahmoud et. al. (2010), They centered on give forward
back propagation artificial neural system and the 2nd
classifier centered on k-nearest neighbor. The classifiers
have been used to classify subjects as typical or
abnormal skin cancer images. A classification with
profitable of 95% and 97.5% has been purchased by the
2 planned classifiers and respectively. That outcome
shows that the planned hybrid methods are sturdy and
effective.
Nadia Smaoui, et. al.(2013) discussed an automatic
segmentation approach discovers skin lesion. The next
step is function removal followed by the ABCD
principle to help make the analysis through the formula
of the TDV score. In this research, three analysis are
employed which are cancer, suspicious, and benign skin
lesion. The experiment employs 40 pictures containing
suspicious cancer skin cancer. On the basis of the
experiment, the precision of the device is 92% which
shows their viability.
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Apoorva Raikar et. al. (2013) discussed fresh diagnostic
method, the “ELM 7 place checklist”, defines some
eight functions, centered on shade and structure
variables, which identify the malignancy of a lesion. As
Dermoscopy is an in vivo method for the first analysis
of malignant cancer and the differential analysis of
pigmented lesions of skin, it's been revealed to increase
diagnostic precision around scientific aesthetic
inspection in the hands of skilled physicians..
Luís Filipe et. al. (2013) This paper aims to develop a
model effective at segmenting skin lesions in
dermoscopy pictures and classify them centered on
aesthetic characteristics, particularly in detecting
melanomas and split them from different lesions. That
work needed as starting place the ABCD principle,
which is based on aesthetic functions, and for which
was produced formulas to evaluate and quantify them.
Rajiv Parikh et. al. (2013) In this paper, computer
diagnostic tools enable target judgments by making use
of quantitative measures. The fundamental three steps
are there to attain the outcome i.e. 1) image processing
2) Function extraction 3) Classification. Step 1 handle
noise decrease items removing, stage 2 deals with
extracting selection of information fro the operations
image for exact detection and stage 3 deals with
benefits that state numerous kinds of skin lesions. In
this paper we are showing the process of it and also
discussed some scientific analysis methods which is
being incorporated with the tool for detecting the kind
of lesion.
Paul Wighton et. al.(2011) In that paper a general
product applying supervised learning and MAP opinion
that's capable of performing many frequent projects in
computerized skin patch diagnosis.We use our product
to phase skin wounds, detect occluding hair, and
identify the dermoscopic design coloring network.
Quantitative answers are presented for segmentation
and hair detection and are aggressive when compared to
different specialized methods. Furthermore, we control
the probabilistic character of the product to make phone
running characteristic shapes, display powerful
visualizations of coloring systems, and offer selfconfidence intervals on segmentations.
Margarida Silveira et. al. (2009) segmentation strategies
were placed on 100 dermoscopic photographs and
examined with four different metrics, utilising the
segmentation outcome purchased by a skilled physician
as the floor truth. The most effective effects were
purchased by the AS and EM-LS strategies, which are
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semi-supervised methods. The most effective fully
automatic method was FBSM, with results just
somewhat worse than AS and EM-LS.
Md.Amran et. al. (2013) explained different digital
photographs have been examined based on
unsupervised segmentation techniques. Feature removal
techniques are then used on these segmented images.
Following this, a comprehensive conversation has been
explored based on the purchased results. To make this
happen aim, feature removal is recognized as as an
essential-weapon to analyze a picture appropriately. In
that paper, different digital photographs have been
examined based on unsupervised segmentation
techniques.
Omar abuzaghleh et al (2015) planned a novel real-time
computerized picture examination approach for early
detection of melanoma in the skin. It contains two
models. The first model is a real-time alert system
whichaide an individual to detect your skin burn off
caused by sunlight rays.It uses ‘time to skin burn
off'(TTSB) novel formula to get the burn off volume
level and UV radiation index level. So as to banish the
hair from the picture, it is passed through 2-D
Gaussian filter. After the image is blocked, the skin
lesion is segmented using Otsu thresholding
method. The output image after segmentation has
irregular edges in the image. The ends are
smoothened by radial decomposition applying periodic
lines.
Chen Lu et. al. (2015) planned a novel real-time
computerized picture examination approach for early
detection of melanoma in the skin. It contains two
models. The first model is a real-time alert system
whichaide an individual to detect your skin burn off
caused by sunlight rays.It uses ‘time to skin burn
off'(TTSB) novel formula to get the burn off volume
level and UV radiation index level. The 2nd product can
be an computerized dermoscopy picture examination
system. In this system, firstly the RGB skin image
(color image) is changed into a gray range image. So as
to banish the hair from the picture, it is passed
through 2-D Gaussian filter. After the image is
blocked, the skin lesion is segmented using Otsu
thresholding method. The output image after
segmentation has irregular edges in the image. The
ends are smoothened by radial decomposition applying
periodic lines. Then your feature removal of the picture
is done.
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8. COMPARISON TABLE:
Name of author

Title of the paper

Nadia Smaoui

A developed system
for melanoma
diagnosis

ABCD rule

Mariam A.Sheha

Automatic Detection
of Melanoma Skin
Cancer using
Texture Analysis

gray
level Co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM) and
Using Multilayer
perceptron classifier
(MLP)

Luís Filipe

Automatic System
for Diagnosis of
Skin Lesions Based
on Dermoscopic
Images
Generalizing
Common Tasks in
Automated
Skin Lesion
Diagnosis

ABCD rule,

Tim Lee

Technique

general model using
supervised learning
and MAP estimation

Amran Hossen Bhuiyan

Image Processing
for Skin Cancer
Features Extraction

Otsu’s method

Catarina Barata

Improving
Dermoscopy Image
Classification Using
Color Constancy

Gray World,
max-RGB, Shades
of Gray and General
Gray World
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Benefits

Limitations

The preprocessing is
implemented to
remove noise and
unwanted structures
from the image then
feature extraction is
done.
Results indicated that
texture analysis is a
useful method for
discrimination of
melanocytic skin
tumors with high
accuracy.
Segmentation,
feature extraction,
classification

NA

We apply our model
to segment skin
lesions, detect
occluding hair, and
identify the
dermoscopic structure
pigment network.
There is currently a
great interest in the
prospects of automatic
image analysis method
for image processing,
both to provide
quantitative
information about a
lesion, which can be
relevance for the
clinical, and as a
standalone early
warning tool.
it is important
to normalize the colors
of dermoscopy images
before
training and testing
any system.

NA

NA

NA

Less execution
speed.

NA
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9. CONCLUSION
The new approach will use illuminate normalization
and alpha trimmed median based image noise reduction
as post processing of dermoscopy image classification
using color constancy to reduce the effect of random
noise and poor brightness. In this paper, evaluate

the performance of the existing algorithms as
well as proposed algorithms for dermoscopy
image classification using color constancy is
done.
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